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BEHAVIOR OF POLYNOMIALS
OF BEST UNIFORM APPROXIMATION

E. 

B. SAFF AND V. TOTIK

ABSTRACT. We investigate the asymptotic behavior of the polynomials
{Pn(f)}'t' of best uniform approximation to a function f that is continu-
ous on a compact set K of the complex plane C and analytic in the interior
of K, where K has connected complement. For example, we show that for
"most" functions f, the error f -Pn(f) does not decrease faster at interior
points of K than on K itself. We also describe the possible limit functions
for the normalized error (f -Pn(f))/En , where En := III -Pn(f)IIK, and the
possible limit distributions of the extreme points for the error. In contrast to
these results, we show that "near best" polynomial approximants to f on K
exist that converge more rapidly at the interior points of K .

1. INTRODUCTION

Let K be a compact subset of C consisting of infinitely many points, the
complement of which is connected. The set of continuous functions on K
that are analytic in the interior KG of K will be denoted by A(K). When
K = 1]:= {z : Izi :5 I} is the closed unit disk, then A(K) is the classical disk

algebra J;1' .If lln is the set of polynomials in z of degree at most n, then
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is the error in the best uniform approximation of f out of IIn ; the unique best
approximant (i.e., the unique P n E IIn minimizing III -P n II) is denoted by
P n (f, z). Here and in what follows 11.11 = II. IlK always denotes the supremum
norm.

By a basic result of Mergelyan (cf. [12]), En(f) -0 as n -00 for every
f E A(K). Furthermore, under mild assumptions on K, {En(f)}:O tends to
zero geometrically if and only if f is analytic on K (cf. [20, §4.7]). We will
primarily be interested in the behavior of the normalized error

(1.1) Qn(f, z) := (f(z) -P n(f, z))j En(f),
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and let us agree that if En(f) = 0 for a given n, i.e., when f is a polynomial

of degree at most n, then we set Qn(f, z) := O. Clearly, IQn(f, z)1 ~ I for

z E K , and {Qn (f)}:o forms a normal family on Ko.
It was shown in [9] that every point on the boundary () K, except possibly

for points in a set of zero capacity, is a limit point of the sets'

(1.2) .Hn(f):= {z E K: IQn(f, z)1 = I}

consisting of the extreme points of the nth best polynomial approximation.
Thus, on the boundary of K, Qn(f, z) cannot be expected to be small (for

large n), but it may happen that on compact sets in the interior KO of K the
approximation given by P n (f , z) is better than on K, which would mean that
{ Qn (J, z) }:o converges to zero in the interior of K. However, it turns out
that this is very exceptional, and one aim of this paper is to describe the possible
limiting behavior of the error functions Qn (f, z) and the extremal sets H n (f) .

There are several motivations for this paper beyond the interest in exploring
the behavior of the best polynomial approximants on general compact sets. The
first is to construct "better than best" approximants in the sense that, where
permitted (say inside the domains of analyticity), the approximations do better
than what is possible on the whole of K (see Theorems 2 and 4 below). We
proved the first result in this direction in [15], where we verified that if f E
Ck [-I , I] is piecewise analytic, then there are polynomials P n E fin, n =

I , 2, ..., such that

Ilf-Pnll[-I,I] $: Cn-k-l,

-1 , 1] where f is analytic,

-If(x) -Pn(x)11/n < 1

and, at every point of

1.3) limn-oo
Furthermore, 1.3) holds uniformly on compact subsets of ~-l, 1] where f is
analytic (in a neighborhood of a singularity of f inequality (1.3) is impossible).
In [15] we also determined the best upper bound for the left-hand side of (1.3).

The second motivation emanates from a result of [4]. In a special case, this
result says that if w is any continuous weight function on the closed unit disk
V that is positive on U (otherwise w may vanish identically on the boundary

() U) , and if P n ,1/1 (f) E nn satisfies

Ilw(f- Pn.uI

then for f E A(U) every point on {j U is a limit point of the sets

Hn(f)ul := {z E U: w(z)lf(z) -P n ,w(f, z)1 = En(f)w}.

If, for example, Hn(f)u! consists of (n + 2) points (it must contain at least
this many) then (for some subsequence of integers n) all the extrema of
Iw (z) (f( z) -P n ,11' (f, z)) I occur near {j U. This is rather surprising in view
of the fact that w is merely assumed to be continuous, not analytic. One con-
ceivable explanation for this phenomenon might be that best approximants give
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much better approximation inside KO than on K. However, we will sef" below
that this is not the case, even for w == I (cf. Theorems I and 5).

Another motivation for our investigation is the important result of Kadec
[7] concerning the distribution of maximal alternation sets in real polynomial
approximation on an interval. Considerably generalizing this result, it is shown
in [4] that if H (f) (cf. (1.2)) consists of n +2 points, then for some subse-n .
quence {nk} of the natural numbers, the sets Hnk(f) are distributed (in the
limit) like the equilibrium distribution of K. However, the whole sequence
{H n (f) } ~ need not have this limit distribution, which raises the question of
other possible limit distributions (cf. Theorem 6 below).

Finally, our last motivation stems from the "near circularity" property of
the image curve Qn (f, a K), which was observed and emphasized in several
recent papers [18, 19]. Namely, in some special cases it was observed that for
K = V the curve {Qn (f , eit): 0 ~ t ~ 2n} has winding number n + 1 and

"looks like" a circle. It will follow from our results that this "near circularity"
property is very exceptional; that is, for "most" functions this phenomenon
does not happen (cf. Theorems 1 and 5). Consequently, we can expect that,
in general, the polynomial CF method (cf. [18]) will fail to achieve very good
approximation. We will elaborate further on this matter in §3.

We will present the existence results (except for Theorem 6) in terms of cate-
gory in the metric space A(K). This allows us to avoid tedious and complicated
constructions. Moreover, it carries slightly more information by showing that
most of the functions (except for a set of the first category) exhibit the property
in question.

This paper is organized as follows. §2 contains the main results (Theorems
1-6), the proofs of which occupy §§4-9. In §3 we mention, mostly without
proof, some less immediate conseque~ces.

2. MAIN RESULTS

We recall that K always denotes an infinite compact set with connected
complement, KO is its interior, and A(K) stands for the set of complex-valued

functions f E C(K) that are analytic on Ko. Finally, with the best approxi-
mating polynomials P n(f, z) E lln we set

(2.1) Qn(J, z) := (J(z) -P n(J, z))j En(f), z E K,

which is the "normalized error" of the n th polynomial approximation to f.
Our first result asserts that, in general, {Qn (J, z)}:o tends to zero at no

point of K.

Theorem 1. The set S off unctions f E A(K) for which
_10 0 IJ(z) -P n(f, z)1

11m mIn E (f) <
n-+oo zEK

n

is of the first category in A(K) 0

As an immediate con~equence we get the following corollary.
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Corollary 1. There exist a function f E A(K) and a subsequence {nk} of the
natural numbers such that

lim II(z) -P nk (I, z)1 = 1

k-+oo Enk (f)

uniformly for Z E K .

Theorem 1 and Corollary I imply the following somewhat surprising fact: For
most (in the sense of category) functions f E A(K) , there exists a subsequence
{nk} such that f(z)-Pn(f,z) has no zeros in K for n=nl,n2"'" Note
that this does not contradict the Chebyshev equioscillation theorem for best
approximation to a real-valued function on a real interval, which implies that
the error must have at least n + I zeros for each n = 0,1,2, Indeed,
the collection of real-valued functions on an interval K is only a first category
subset of A(K) .

As Corollary I shows, the best approximants in general do not give better
approximation on KO than on K. But what about "near best" approximants?
The following three results are in this direction.

Theorem 2. Suppose that the complement as well as the interior of K are con-
nected and f E A(K). Then there are polynomials PEn, n = 1,2, ...,

n n
such that

-Ilf-PniIK < 2
l"m -

n:'oo En(f)

uniformly on compact subsets of Ko .

We do not know if this result holds when KO is not connected. However,
our next result shows that the constant 2 in (2.2) is the best possible.

Theorem 3. Suppose K has nonempty interior. Then there is a function f E
A(K) such that if Pn E nn' n = 1,2, ..., are polynomials with the property

(2.4) nl.!.IIlx, £~~~~~~ = 0

uniformly on compact subsets of Ko, then

(2.5) n~~ 2: 2.

The proof shows that actually for most functions in A(K) (except for those
in a set of first category) if (2.4) holds in at least one point of Ko for some
polynomials Pn E nn' n = 1,2, ..., then (2.5) holds true.

If K has an analytic boundary, then the convergence (2.3) can be replaced

by geometric convergence:
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Theorem 4. Suppose that K is bounded by a simple closed analytic curve. Then
there is a constant C such that for every f E A(K) there are polynomials
Pn E nn' n = 1,2, ..., satisfying

IIf -PnllK ~ CEn(f)

and
Iln

<

uniformly on compact subsets oj KG .

Our results raise the following bold conjecture that would be the ultimate
refinement of Mergelyan's approximation theorem: If K has connected com-
plement and J E A(K), then there are polynomials Pn E nn' n = 1,2, '" ,
such that IIJ-PnIIK -+ 0 as n -+ 00 and

uniformly on compact subsets of Ko. This would mean that whenever geomet-
ric convergence is permitted, it is actually achieved.

We have already mentioned that {Qn(/, z)}:o forms a normal family on

KO and so we can select convergent subsequences from it. Theorem 1 shows
that, in general, there is such a convergent subsequence that converges to a
not identically zero function. This raises the question: What possible limits
can be obtained from {Qn (I, z)}:o? It is easy to see that when 1 is not a
polynomial, no subsequence of {Qn (I , z)}:o can converge uniformly on K.
In fact, if we had limk--ooo Qnk(/, z) = g(z) uniformly, then g E A(K) and so

jig -Po IlK < 1 for some polynomial Po' But this would mean

111- (P nk(f) + Enk(f)Po)IIK < Enk(f),

and at the same time P (J) + E (f)P o E n for nk > deg Po ' which contra-
nk nk nk

dicts the fact that we cannot get a better approximation to 1 from fink than
E (f). Thus, the most we can hope for is that we get uniform convergence

nk
except for a small neighborhood of a point Zo E a K. It is also clear that Zo
cannot be an isolated point of K. Now we show that most of the functions
I in A(K) are universal in that every g E A(K) with IlgIIK ~ I occurs as a
limit of a subsequence of {Qn(/, z)}:o in this sense (since IIQn(J)IIK = 1 for
every n, other limit functions cannot arise).

To state our result let

Up(Zo):= {z: Iz -zol < p}

be the open disk of radius p with center at zo'

Theorem 5. Let 81 be the set of f E A(K) satisfying the following condition:
if g E A(K), IlgIIK s: 1, Zo E oK is a non isolated point of K, and e, pare
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arbitrary positive numbers, then there is an n such that

f(z) -P n(f, z) -g(Z)1 < e

En(f)

Then 8) is a residual set; that is, its complement in A(K) is of the first category.

Corollary 2. There exists f E A(K) with the prapertythat if g E A(K), IlgilK ~
1 , is arbitrary and z 0 E a K is a nanisalated paint of K, then there is a subse-
quence {nk} afthe natural numbers such that

.f( z) -P nk (f , z)
lIm

E (f)k--+oo nk g(z)

for every Z E K, and the convergence is uniform on any closed subset of Knot

containing zOo

Our last result concerns the distribution of the points in the sets

Hn = Hn(f):= :z E K: If(z) -Pn(f, z)1 = En(f)},

called the sets of maximal deviation points of best polynomial approximation.
Hn(f) must always contain at least (n+2) points and, in general, Hn is part of
8K; but it may happen that Hn := 8K for every n (for a nontrivial example
see [4]). In [4] it is verified that there is a subsequence {nk} of the natural
numbers such that a certain (nk + 2)-point subset of Hnk' called the (nk + 2)-
Fekete set, has (in the limit) the distribution given by the equilibrium measure
of K. In [9] an example was given to show that this is not necessarily true
for every subsequence {nk}' Thus, the question arises as to what possible limit
distributions can be achieved this way. To make our question more precise, let
us suppose that H contains exactly n + 2 points and let

(l/(n + 2))#(B n Hn)Zln(f,B)::

be the normalized counting measure for Hn on Borel sets B c C. The question
we address is, what are the possible weak-star limits of different subsequences of
{v n (J)}:o? Obviously. if v nk (J) -+ V in the weak-star topology of measures

on K, then v must be a probability measure on /] K vanishing at the set of
isolated points of K. We show here that for some universal f E A(K) all such
v 's can be obtained as weak-star limits of {v n (J)}:o .

Theorem 6. There exists an f E A(K) with the property that whenever v is a
probability (Bore/) measure on /] K that is zero at the set of isolated points of
K. then there is a subsequence {n k} of the natural numbers such that the sets
Hnk(J) contain exactly nk + 2 points and

lim v (J) = v
k-oo nk

in the weak-star topology of measures.
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3. MISCELLANEOUS CONSEQUENCES

I. Entire functions and singularities on K. First of all we mention that the

"pathological behavior" of the functions in Theorems 1, 3, 5, and 6 (or in
Corollaries 1 and 2) is not due to the existence of a singularity of the function
on f) K or to the lack of it. In fact, we have

Theorem 7. The results oj the preceding section are true iJ the Junctions (besides
belonging to A(K)) are assumed to have at least one singularity on 8K. Also,
Corollaries I and 2 and Theorems 3 and 6 hold for some entire functions f.

Proof. Every function analytic on K must belong to at least one of the sets

Sm,N := {f E A(K) : En(J) :::;N(l -l/m)n for every n ~ O},

m=2,3,...,N=I,2,

These sets are obviously closed in A(K) and it is easy to see that they have
empty interior. Indeed, if this is not the case for some N, m, then

En(F)::;:NI(l-lfm)n, n=O,l,...,

would hold for some NI and all F E A(K), IIFIIK ::;: 1; but this contradicts
the fact that for every n ~ 1 there is an F E A(K), IIFIIK ::;: 1, such that
En(F) = 1 (see the end of the proof of Theorem 1). Thus we see that the set

of fu~ctions analytic on K is of the first category in A(K). This proves the
first statement of Theorem 7, except for Theorem 6. As for Theorem 6, an
easy modification of the proof shows (by choosing Gk -+ 0 suitably) that the

function f constructed there has the property iTffin-ooo(En(/))I/n = 1 , and this
implies that f has a singularity somewhere on a K (cf. [20, §§4. 7, 4.9]).

We will not prove the statement concerning entire functions. The proof of
Theorem 6 easily yields an entire function f satisfying the stated properties,
and similar constructions, based on our proofs below, show that the functions
in Corollaries 1 and 2 and in Theorem 3 can also be entire. 0

II. Best approximants on different sets. To facilitate discussion of best approx-
imation on different sets let us agree to use the symbol of the set as a subscript
in P n(f), En(J), etc. It follows from the Kolmogorov criterion and the proof
of Theorem 6 that there exists an entire function f (see also Theorem 7) such
that if Zo E a K is an arbitrary nonisolated point and 0 > 0, then there are
infinitely many n's for which the best approximation of f out of On taken

on K coincides with that on K1 := Kn~(ZJ (i.e., Pn(J)K == Pn(J)K.) and
the error of approximation is also the same (i.e., E (J) K = E (J) K ). We have

n n I

already mentioned that every point on a K I ' except for points in a set of zero
capacity, is a limit point of the extreme point sets {Hn(J)K.}:I. Thus, if

aub"(zo) n KO # 0 (and f is not a polynomial), then Pn(J)K == Pn(f)KI and
En(J)K = En(J)KI cannot happen for all large n.

Note also that if we drop the condition E (J) K = E (J) K ' then it may
n n I

happen that P n (J) K == P n (f)K I for aU n for two different sets K and K I with
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K I ~ Ko. In fact, it is easy to see (by looking at the real parts, for example)

that for any numbers 0 < ak < 1/[(2k)k]! the function

00

j(z) = L akz
k=l

(2k+l)!! (2k + I)!! := (2k + 1)(2k -1) 3.

has the partial sums of the defining series as best polynomial approximants on
any disk with center at the origin (see also [1]).

An easy modification of the proof of Theorem 6 also shows that there are
pairwise disjoint compact sets (say UnUo(zj)' 1 :$j:$N) Kl,K2,...,KN
and an entire function f such that

occurs for infinitely many n

III. Zeros of best approximating polynomials and analytic continuation. It was
shown in [3] that if f E A(K) is not analytic on K, then every point on fJK,
except perhaps points in a set of zero capacity, is a limit point of the zeros of
{P n (f)}:o. Replacing K by K 1 = K n U t5 (zo) (see §II above) we can see from
Theorem 5 (see also Theorem 7) that, on the other hand, it may happen that
we get a)arge zero-free region, namely K, for Pn(f)KI for infinitely many n.

The accumulation of zeros just mentioned rules out the possibility of analytic
continuation by best polynomial approximants if we use all the terms in the
sequence {Pn(f)KI}:O (cf. [13]). On the other hand, as we have just seen,

certain subsequences of {P n (f) Kt }:o can provide analytic continuation to a
large region, namely K.

IV. "Near circularity". Let K = V be the closed unit disk. It can easily be
seen from Theorem 1 or Corollary 1 that for most functions / the curves
Yn := (/- Pn(f))(eil) , O:$: t :$: 2n, have winding number 0 (with respect to the
origin) for infinitely many n. Thus, the near circularity property of [18] does
not hold for most of the functions in A(K) (not even for entire functions). The
curve Y n is also far from "looking like" a circle as is shown by Theorem 5.

V. Caratheodory-Fejer approximation. We have already mentioned that an ap-
proximation method based on the near circularity property was introduced by
Trefethen [18]. This so-called C F method is the following. Let f be in the
disk algebra .w with Taylor series f(z) = ~:o akzk. The problem of best
polynomial approximation to f out of lln is then equivalent to minimizing

over all (n + 1 )-tuples (co' ..., cn). Th,e CF method starts with truncating the

Taylor series at some k = N > n so that E~=N+I akzk is negligible and setting
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p(z) := L~=~n-l aN-kzk. By a result of Caratheodory and Fejer, there is a

unique power series extension
00

B(z) = p(z) + L CZZk

k=N-n

analytic in the unit disk that minimizes IIBIIH~ among all such extensions. The

minimizing B turns out to be a finite Blaschke product with at most N -n -
1 zeros, and B can be found by solving a certain eigenvalue problem for a

Hankel matrix formed from the coefficients of p. Finally, we take Pn,N(Z) :=

L~=O(ak -C~-k)zk as the CF approximant of f.
The above method has not been specified completely since it must be preceded

by a truncation that leaves the remainder term "negligible." In the literature,

the place N where truncation is suggested for the nth approximant is some

fixed number (say 2n + 2) depending on n. However, it turns out that no fixed

sequence can serve as good truncation places; what is more, all the truncations

made sufficiently far can be uniformly bad. In fact, it can be proved that if
C > 1 , there exists a function f E.W' for which

-I " . f Ilf-Pn NiloW' 01m In '> .
n-+oo N;?:cn En (f) log n

Thus, in general the CF approximants give only the rate of approximation

{En(f)logn}, which is the same as that given by the partial sums of the Taylor
series. There are functions f E.W' for which the CF approximants diverge and

they are in general not better than the partial sums, even for entire functions.

Of course, it may happen that for some special classes of functions (say with

rapidly decreasing Taylor coefficients), the CF method provides sharp estimates.
However, we wish to emphasize that the polynomial Caratheodory-Fejer method

is not truly effective for a large class of functions. This topic will be treated in

more detail in a forthcoming paper of the authors [14].

4. PROOF OF THEOREM 1

Lemma 1. Let K be a compact set with connected complement. Then there
exists a subset K oj a K such that K is dense in a K, and if z 1 ' ..., Z n E K
are arbitrary distinct points and c.l ' ..., c.n are arbitrary numbers of modulus
1, then for every e > 0 there is agE A(K) such that IlgIIK = 1,. g(Zj) = c.j'
1 ~ j ~ n, and

min Ig(z)1 ~ I -e.
zEK

Proof. Let 1< be the subset of 8 K that consists of all the points accessible
from the complement G:= C\K of K through Jordan curves, i.e., the set of
points z E 8 K which are the endpoints of Jordan curves contained in G u {z} .
It is easy to see that 1< is dense in 8K. In fact, if z E 8K arbitrary and
W EGis close to z, then the closest point of {w + t(z -w) : 0 :$: t :$: I} n K
to w is clearly accessibie and is close to z.
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Now let z l' ..., Zn E K be n points. Then there are Jordan curves Y j ~
G u {z j} with endpoint at Z j' 1 ~ j ~ n. Since G is open, it is possible
to construct (close to Y j) another Jordan curve Y n+ j contained in G u {z j}
such that Y n+ j has endpoint at Z j but otherwise Y j and Y n+ j are disjoint,
i.e., Y j n Y n+ j = {z j}. Without loss of generality we may assume that each Y j ,

1 ~ j ~ 2n , has one endpoint on a circle C containing K in its interior and
that the Y j 's are disjoint in G; i.e., if Y j n Y/ # 0, I > j, then I = n + j and
Yj n Y, = {z j} (extend and alter the curves Yj if necessary).

The connected component Go of C\(C u (U~:l Yj)) that contains
K\{z., ...,zn} is bounded by the Jordan arcs Yj' 1 ~ j ~ 2n, and some
arcs of C (see Figure 1); hence Go is a Jordan domain. Thus there is a
conformal mapping <Po of Go onto the unit disk U that is continuous and
one-to-one between aGo and a U (see [10, Theorem 2.24]). Notice that <Po
carries Z 1 ' ..., Z n into a U but every other point of K is mapped into U.

FIGURE 1

Let <PI be a conformal mapping of U onto a Jordan domain D contained
in {z: 1 -e ~ Izi ~ 1} that contains ~I ' ...'~n on its boundary (see Figure
2). Finally, by the Rudin theorem [6, p. 81] there is a function h in the disk
algebra .w = A(U) such that Ilhll~ ~ 1 and h takes the value <p~I(~j) at the

point <po(z j) for 1 ~ j ~ n. Then g(z) := <PI 0 h 0 <po(Z) maps K into D in
such a way that z j is mapped into ~ j for every 1 ~ j ~ n , and this proves the

lemma. 0

Proof of Theorem Let

Then S = U:=1 U~=ISm,N; hence if S is not of the first category, then for
some m and N the set Sm ,N is not nowhere dense in A(K). It easily follows
from the strong continuity of the operator of best nth polynomial approxima-
tion that Sm ,N is a closed subset of A(K). In fact, if {lv}:1 ~ Sm ,N and
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cPl

FIGURE 2

fv uniformly converges to f on K, then for every n ~ N there are two
possibili ties:

(i) J is a polynomial of degree at most n, in which case Qn(J, z) == 0 and
J E S m ,N ' or

(ii) En(J) # o. In this case En(fv) -+ En(J) and P n(fv ' z) -+ P n(J, z)
uniformly in z E K as 1I -+ 00, which imply the uniform convergence of
Qn(fv' z) , and so

.fv,z)l$

-
m

i.e., f E S N .
m,

Since Sm,N is closed and not nowhere dense in A(K), there is an 10 E A(K)
and a <>'0 > 0 such that the <>'o-neighborhood of 10 in A(K) is contained
in S m ,N. Choose a polynomial Po witn 1110 -Poll < <>'0/2, and set no :=

max(N, degPo)' If f (~O) is any function in A(K), then the function

belongs to the tJo.neighborhood of fa ; hence

, z)1 :$: 1 - 1
m

But Qno (j

A(K)

,z) := Qno(J, z) and we can conclude that for every function f E

1

m
min If(z)1 > 1
zEK

That this is impossible can be seen as follows.
By Lemma 1, if ZI ' ..., Zno+2 E K and f.1 ' ...,f.no+2' If.jl = 1, are arbitrary

numbers, then there is an / E A(K) such that II/IlK = 1, /(z j) = f.j' 1 ~ j ~
no + 2, and
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We claim that .r°r fixed ZI' ...,zno+2 we can choose ~I' ...'~no+2 in such a
way that 0 is the best approximant of / out of Dno. In that case we will have
Q (/; z):= /(z) and so (4.2) will contradict (4.1).

no
In order to prove the claim consider the set

7r
no

in the complex ':0+2 space. Then 1C no is an (no + 1 )-dimensional subspace in

':0+2; hence, by a result of M. G. Krein (see [11, p. 12]) there is a ~ E ':0+2
of norm I such that 0 is the best approximant of ~ out of 1C .Clearly, each

no
coordinate of ~ must be of absolute value one. Thus, if ~ = (~, ' ...'~no+2)

and 1 is the above function constructed to ~, ' ..., ~no+2 ' then no polynomial
can approximate 1 on the set {z" ..., zno+2} better than the zero polynomial
and so P (I, Z) = 0, as we claimed.

no

Because of its important role in this and later proofs of the paper, we mention
that the vector ~ = (~, ' ...,~ +2) that yields P (I, z) = 0 can be determined

no no
explicitly. Indeed, if

no+2

W(Z) := n (Z -Zk)'
k=1

we can put

~j=exp(iargw'(Zj))' 1~j~no+2

Then, with j(z.) = ~,we have for any q En
J J

no'

1no+2 -no+2 [q(Z. no+2 q(Z.)
~ j;T(;"1j/(Zj)q(Zj) = ~ ~ = L ~
J=I J J=I J J=I J

=q[zl,...,zno+2]=O,
and this discrete orthogonality together with the fact that II/IlK = 1 implies

P (/,z) == 0 (cf. [16, p. 14]). 0
no

5. PROOF OF THEOREM 2

Let D be an open disk containing K and for m > 0 let ZI' ..., ZS ED\K
be finitely many points such that to every Z E D\K there is at least one Z j
closer than 1 1m. Since the complement of K is connected, it is easy to see
(say, by induction) that we can connect the points z. to one another or to aD

}
by broken lines in such a way that the complement of this broken line system
in D is simply connected and contains K. In other words, there is a closed
set Sm ~ D\K such that Gm := D\Sm is a simply connected domain and for
every Z E D\K we have dist(z, Sm) < 11m. This implies that if ./Y is any

subsequence of the natural numbers, then the set

such that U p(Z) ~ G m' m E.IY, m? mz}{z:3p,mz
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is exactly Ko; that is, {G m} converges to Ko in Caratheodory's sense (cf. [10,

§4]).
Let Zo E Ko be arbitrary but fixed and let 'Pm' 'P denote the conformal

mappings of G m and Ko, respectively, onto U normalized by

Irpm{ZO) = 0, rpm{ZO) > 0,
Irp{ZO) = 0, rp (ZO) > O.

By Caratheodory's theorem [10, Theorem 2.1] rp m -+ rp uniformly on compact
subsets of Ko and rp ~ 1 -+ rp-l uniformly on compact subsets of U as m -+ 00 .

If 1 > 11 > 0 is given, let K1/ be a compact subset of Ko such that the image
of K1/ under the mapping ~ contains the disk

UI-1//4 := {z : Izi < 1 -11/4}.

Then, for m ~ m{l1), the image of K1/ under the mapping rpm contains
UI-1//2' Since K is a compact subset of Gm(1/)' we can uniformly approximate
rp m(1/) on K by polynomials, and let P 1/ be such a good polynomial approximant
of rpm(1/)' We can ensure that P 1/ is one-to-one on K, for rpm(1/) is one-to-

one on G m(1/) and so, by Rouche's theorem, every good approximant of rp m(1/)
will inherit this property on K (more precisely, to achieve this we have to

approximate rp m(1/) on a larger compact subset of G m(1/) containing K in its
interior, but this is always possible). Furthermore, we can assume that the
approximant P is so good that, under the mapping P , the image of K1/

1/ 1/

contains UI-1/' the image of K is contained in U, and the inverse image of

UI-1/1/4 contains rp-l{UI-21/1/4)'

Let

with W E VI-", and let

2(5.1) F(w) = ao + a1w + a2w +...

be its Taylor expansion around w = 0 with partial sums denoted by sm(w)
For M < N we set

k
M-l k N-l N-k

TM,N(W) = TM,N(F,w):= L akw + L N -AiakW
k=O k=M

1
+ SN-l(W))

~

-

). 

It is well

N -M(NO'N-l(W) -MO'M-l(W)),

where 0' k (w) denote the (C, 1) means of the Taylor expansion (5.1
known (see [17, §8. 7.1]) that

II00klloUI-" ~ IIFllaul-" ~ 1
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for all k, and so

(5.2) II! M,NllaUt-" :$ (N + M)/(N -M).

Hence, since! M,N is a polynomial of degree at most N, we get from Bern-

stein's inequality (see [20, §4.6])

M
I-p
1-17

where w = P,,(z) and z E rp-I(UI-2P) ~ p;I(UI-P)' p= 171/4.

Let now p = Ilk, 17 = llk4, M = k2, and N = k3. The above construction

shows that the polynomial R k (f, z) :== E (f)T M N o P (i) has degree at most
,n n,"

3
(degPk-.). (k -1) =: n(k). Furthermore,

$2~~N-M

and on 'P -I (u 1- 2/ k) the function R kif, z) approximates f -P n (f) with error

at most 4En(f)e-k (k ~ 5). Without loss of generality we can assume n(k) <

n(k + 1) for every k. Thus, by choosing

Pn(z) := P n(f, z) + Rk ,n

for n(k):::; n < n(k+l), k = 1,2,..., we get the required polynomial
sequence since {'P-I(UI-2/k)}~3 is an increasing sequence of domains con-

. K overgIng to .0

([, 

z)

6. PROOF OF THEOREM 3

The proof runs parallel with that of Theorem 1; therefore, we omit some

details.
Let Zo E Ko be an arbitrary fixed point and consider the set

If(zo) -Pn(zoli < -.!.-
En(f) -16m

)J£- PnilK < 2 -J-.-En(f) -m '

If the conclusion of Theorem 3 is false, then Urn N Srn N = A(K). Any (on K)
bounded subset of nn (with fixed n) is compact and this easily implies that

N + M -N
IITM,Nllau:5: -N -M(l -,,) .

Finally, making use of the fact that the first M Taylor coefficients of F -T M Nvanish, we deduce from Schwarz's lemma the estimate (see also (5.2)) ,
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each 8m ,N is a closed set in A (K) (see also the proof of Theorem 1). Thus,

exactly as in the proof of Theorem 1, we get that some 8m,N must contain an
fa together with a <50 neighborhood of it. Let Po be a polynomial of degree
no > N approximating fa with error <50/2. If f E A(K) is an arbitrary
non identically zero function, then the function

This means that there

11f*-P:oIIK<2-~:~- - 1
m

But then, for

we have
..u no J) == (J -P:o)(z)/ Eno ~

and we can conclude that for every f E A(K) there is aPE n
no no

(J

(1)

P nn)(z)j E

such that

(6 1) IIJ -PnoilK < 2 -~ I~(zo) -Pno(zo)1 ~
.Eno(J) -m ' Eno(f) ~ 16m'

Below we show that this is not the case and this contradiction will prove Theo-
rem 3.

Since no is fixed, the polynomials in nno having sup norm (on K) at ~ost

equal to 3 are equicontinuous on K. Let us now consider the subset K of
a K mentioned in Lemma 1 and let Ko be the component of Ko that contains
zOo If P E nno' IIPIIK ~ 3, and IP(zo)1 ~ 1- 118m, then there is a z~ E

aKa with IP(z~)1 ~ 1 -118m. Furthermore, using the equicontinuity just

mentioned, IP(z~) -P(z)1 ~ 118m holds in a t5-neighborhood of z~, where t5
is independent of P and z~ E a Ko' Since K is dense in a K and a Ko does
not contain isolated points (the complement of K is assumed to be connected),
there are 30m disjoint finite subsets K I ' ..., K30m of K such that every t5-

neighborhood of every z* E a Ko meets each of the K j 's. Let z 1 ' ..., Z no+2

be no + 2 additional points from K. We define the function

30m

~ : U Kj U {Z) , ..., Zno+2} -au
j=l

by
J:

( ) ij27r/30m Of K- 1 .
30.,z:=e lZE j' ~J~ m,

and on {z I ' 0.. , Z no+2} we define ~ in such a way that if I E A (K), 11/11 K ~ 1
agrees with ~ on {z 1 ' ..., Z nn+2} , then zero is its best approximant out of n

nn
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(see the proof of Theorem 1). By Lemma 1, there is an / E A(K) that is an
extension of c;- and has the properties II/IlK = 1 ,

j(z)1 ~ ~ -16m"

Then E (f) = 1 and we claim that for this f there is no polynomial in lln
no 0

that can satisfy (6.1).
In fact, suppose Pno E llno satisfies If(zo) -Pno(zo)1 ::; 1/16m. Then

IPno(zo)1 ~ I-118m andsothereisa z~ EaKo for which IPno(z~)1 ~ I-118m.
If liP no IlK > 3, then Ilf -PnoilK > 2, so we may assume IIPnollK ::; 3. By our

construction above every K j meets the J-neighborhood of z~ ; that is, for every

j there is a z~ E K. such that
J J

mini
zEK

..
IPno(zo)-Pno(Zj)1 ~ 118m.

But f(z; = exp(ij27r/30m) , and we get from the previous inequality that for
some j,

If(z;
* * *

-Pno(Zj)1 ~ 1!(Zj) -Pno(zo)I-1/8m
*

~ 1 -2nl30m + IPno(zo)l- 118m

~ 1 -114m + 1 -118m -118m = 2 -112m,

which means that P no does not satisfy (6.1) as we claimed above. This com-
pletes the proof. 0

7. PROOF OF THEOREM 4

We use the de la Vallee Poussin means (see the proof of Theorem 2) applied
to the Faber expansion of (f -P n (f)) j En (f) .

Our assumption is that K is bounded by a simple closed analytic curve
y. Then the complement G of K in C can be mapped conformally onto
the exterior of a circle CR = {z : Izl = R} by a function </> normalized by
</>(00) = 00, limz-+oo </>(z)jz = 1 (see [10, §14]). If

</>(z) = z + ao + a-l/z +

is the Laurent expansion of <t> at infinity, then the expansion of <t>n is

n n (n) n-l (n) (n) /"h ( z ) = z + Ct z + ...+ Ct + Ct z + II' n-l 0-1

The polynomials
F ( z ) .= zn + a(n) Zn-1 + ...+ a(n)n. n-1 0

are called the Faber polynomials of K.
Since y is analytic, there is an r < R such that cf> can be extended to

a conformal mapping of the unbounded component of the complement of a

curve y, ~ KO onto the exterior of the circle C, (see Figure 3) (cf. [5, p. 45]).
Clearly, if for r :S: p :S: R, Kp denotes the compact set bounded by the curve

y = cf> -I (C ) , then the Faber polynomials of K R = K and K are identical (in
p p p
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FIGURE 3

what follows we may assume r < R so large that y is a simple closed analytic
p

curve for r:$ p :$ R) .
Consider now an arbitrary function H from A(U R) and let

I 1 H(C;) ck(H) := 2 : - k 1 dC;7rl CR C; +

be its Taylor coefficients. With

{ I ifk ~ [nI2],
tn k := n-k ., n-[n/2] If [nI2] < k ~ n,

we form the de la Vallee Poussin means of the Taylor expansion of H:
n

'n(H,w) := L tn,kCk(H)wk.
k=O

Then II'n(H)IIUR ~ 311HliUR (see the proof of Theorem 2). Since the first [nI2]
terms are missing from the Taylor expansion of H -'n(H), Schwarz's lemma
gives, for Iw I < R ,

IH(w) -Tn(H,w)1 .$ 4(lwl/R)n/21IHlluR.

In other words, if I is the identity operator and Tn is the operator that asso-
ciates Tn(H) with H,thenfor p<R

(7.1) 111- 'tnIlA(uR)-+A(Up) :::; 4(p/R)n/2.

Now consider for r :::; p :::; R the mapping T p from A(Kp) onto A(U p)

defined for polynomials by

Tp : ao + alw +... + anwn -+ ao + aIF1(z) +... + anFn(z).

Bya result of Kovari [8] and Anderson and Clunie [2], T is a bounded operator
p

and it can be uniquely extended to a bounded isomorphism between A(U ) and
p

A(Kp); hence T;I is a bounded isomorphism between A(Kp) and A(U p)'

From the proofs of these results it also follows that the norms of T p and T p-1
are uniformly bounded, i.e.,

-I

IITpJl,IITp II$C, r$p$R,(7.2)

for some constant C
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Finally, if. we consider A(U R) as a linear subspace of A(U p) then, on

A(U R) , the mappings T Rand T p coincide. This follows from the fact that they

coincide on the set of polynomials, and the polynomials are dense in A(U R) .

Now let
* -1

P n (I,') := T ROT noT R (Qn (I, .}) ,

where Tn was defined above and Qn(f,.) was defined in (2.1).
From the boundedness of T R " T; 1 , and Tn we get (cf. (7.2))

For p < R we have

liP; f) -Qn(f)IIKp = IIP;(f) -Qn(f)llyp

= liT R 0 ('l"n -I) 0 T;l(Qn(f))llyp = IITpo ('l"n -I) 0 T;l(Qn(f))llyp

~ IITpIlA(Up)-+A(Kp)II'l"n -IIIA(UR)-+A(Up) II T;l IIA(K)-+A(UR) IIQn (f)IIK

~ C4(p/R)n/2Col = 4C2(p/R)n/2,

where we used (7.1) and (7.2).
Our estimates show that for the polynomials

Pn(Z) := P n(f, z) + En(f)P;(f, z)

we have

f -PnllK ~ (3C2 + l)En(J)

and

r < p< R,

which proves Theorem 4. 0

8. PROOF OF THEOREM 5

Let x I ' XZ' ...be countably many nonisolated points of oK such that the
set {XI ,xz, ...} is dense at every nonisolated point of oK and g1 ,gz, ...be
an enumeration of all not identically zero polynomials with rational coefficients
that have norm strictly less than I on K. Set

f 1
, z) -gm(z)1 ?; k for every n

fEA(K):

Sm,k,l,t

We have to show that the set
00

sSl := m,kU
m,k ,/,1=1
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is of the first category in A( K) .Since for /' > / and k' > k we have S m ,k ,J ,I ~

Sm ,k' ,J' ,I' it follows that

~ m,k,l,t < 00

Exactly as was done in the proof of Theorem 1, one can easily see that each
8m,k,l,t with Ilk < IlgmIIK\UI//(X,) is a closed subset of A(K); hence if 81 is

not of the first category then some 8m ,k ,I ,t contains an fa together with a
neighborhood of it. Approximating fo by a suitable polynomial, we get in the
same manner as in the proof of Theorem 1 that if 81 is not of the first category,
then there exist no, Xt' I, k, and m such that for every F in A(K)

1max IQn (F ,z) -gm(z)1 ~ -k 'Iz-xll~I// 0

zEK

and this is what we will disprove below. The contradiction thus obtained will
prove Theorem 5.

Let zl'...' zno+2 be no + 2 points from UI//(Xt) belonging to the set K
defined in Lemma 1. We have already seen in the proof of Theorem 1 that
there are numbers C;l' ...,C;no+2 of absolute value 1 such that if F E A(K)
with IIFII K = I takes the values C;. at Z., then P (F, z) == o. We will also

J J no
show that such an F exists with the additional property that it approximates
gm on K\Ul//(Xt) with error less than Ilk, and this will conclude the proof
because for such F we have Q (F, z) == F (z).no

Since gm is a polynomial of norm less than 1, there is a neighborhood in
C of Xt where gm is less than I in absolute value. Without loss of generality

we may assume I so large that on ~~w we have Igml < I. Consider the
set Go constructed in the proof of Lemma I for the points Zl' ..., zno+2. On

KUV~ -x;) the function gm is continuous and smaller than I in absolute value;

hence it has a continuous extension g* to Go such that Ilg* II-c < I. In our
m m 0

construction below it will be of vital importance that this g: is analytic on
Go n UI//(Xt) .

Since Go contains K, it will be enough to show that a continuous F exists
on Go that approximates g: on GO\U1//(Xt) with errorless than Ilk; F(zj) =

C; j' 1 :5: j :5: no + 2; IIFllGo :5: I and F is analytic in Ko.
Go is mapped onto U by a conformal mapping <p such that <p is a homeo-

--0 .
morphism of Go onto U (see the proof of Lemma 1). The image of K WIll
be the interior of <p(K), the image of K, and the image of Go n UI//(Xt) will

contain neighborhoods relative to V of the points WI := <p( z 1) , ..., W no+2 :=

<p( Z no+2); furthermore g,: is transformed into a continuous function g de-

fined on V which is holomorphic in <p(Ko) and in <p(Go n UI//(Xt))' Thus g
is holomorphic in a neigilborhood (relative to U) of each wi' I :5: j :5: no + 2.
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Hence, all we have to prove is the following: for every Yl > 0 there exists a
continuous function f on V such that f is holomorphic on c/>(Ko), f(w j) =

~j' I ~j~no+2,and If(z)-g(z)I<Yl if z ~ U'1(Wj)' I ~j~no+2. In
fact, then choosing Yl so small that Yl < 1/ k and the inverse images of the sets
U'1(W j) n U under c/> are all contained in U1//(Xt) and setting F(z) = f(C/>(z)),
we get the desired function F on K.

We construct f in several steps. For the sake of simpler notation let n =
no + 2 , and we can assume Yl so small that in each set Un u'1 (w j) the function g
is holomorphic and furthermore that the sets U'1 (w j)' I ~ j ~ n , are pairwise

disjoint.

Step 1. If " > 0 and WI' ..., W n E a U are given, then there is a function R
in the disk algebra .w = A(U) such that

(a) IR(z)1 < 1, z E U,
(b) IR(z) -11 < ", Z E U\(U;=I U,,(Wj))'

I
(c) R(wj)=R(wj)=O, I$j$n,

hold.

Proof. For c > 0 let

where we take that branch of ~, z ~ (-00,0), for which ,ff = 1 , and of
course we set Rc(l) = O. Then Rc E.W', IRc(z)1 < 1 for z E U, and every
derivative (taken on U) of Rc vanishes at z = 1. Thus, for small c,

nII -1 R(z) := Rc(w j z)

j=1

will satisfy properties (a )-( c). 0

Step 2. With the above notation, for every 17 > 0 there is a function R*
continuous on V and holomorphic in rj>(KO) U (U;=l Un U,,(W j)) such that

* -
(a) IR (z)1 < 1, z E U,

* -n
(b) IR (z) -g(z)I-< 17, z E U\(Uj=l U,,(Wj))'

* * I .(c) R (w j) = (R ) (w j) = 0, I:$: } :$: n,

hold.

0Proof. Just multiply the R from Step 1 by g

Step 3. For every 11 > 0 there is an f holomorphic in </>(KO) with the properties

(a) If(z)1 < 1, z E U\{ WI' ..., wn}'
-n

(b) If(z) -g(z)\ < 11, z E U\(Uj=1 U,,(w j))'

(c) f(wj)=~j' l$j$n.
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By proving this we will complete the proof of Theorem 5.

Proof. Let
m

-I

l+wj Z

2
H. (z) .-1,m .-

Since each factor
2

W
-L
Wk

Wk)z z-

has a local maximum on 8 U at z = W j and

-I -
l(l+wj z)j21<1 forzEU, z:,i:Wj'

for large m we have

(i) IHj,m(z)1 < 1, z E U\{Wj}'
(ii) H. (w.)= 1,

},m }

(iii) IHj,m(z)I::;:Clz-WkI2 for zE8U, k:,i:J, 1 ~k~n,where C is
independent of m, and

-n(iv) IHj,m(z)1 < 11m' z E U\(US=I U,,(ws))' where 11m -+ 0 as m -+ 00.

Now let
n

J(z) := J:m (Z) := R*(z) + ~~.H. (z),
L..., 1 l,m
j=l

for some large m, where R* is the function constructed in Step 2. Clearly, f
is continuous on V and holomorphic on cP(KO) U (Uj=l U,,(Wj)). Property (c)
is obvious for f as well as property (b) for every large m if we use (iv) above
and property (b) of Step 2. Also, if m is sufficiently large, then from (iv) and
(a) of Step 2 we get

(8.2) If(z)l<l ifzEU\ U U(W.)." J
j=l

Thus, the only thing we have to verify is that If(z)1 < 1 if

zE(~~nU)\{Wj}' I~j~n.
This is where we use the analyticity of f in U" (w j) n U, which allows us to
consider the corresponding inequality only on the boundary of U (w.) n U. On

" J
8U,,(wj)nU we have If(z)1 < I by (8.2). Thus, to conclude the proof we have
to show a similar inequality for every large m on (8Un U,,(w.))\{w.}.

" J J

By property (c) of Step 2 and property (iii) above there is a constant C j such

that if W = ei\ilj , then for every rp and m,
]

k=l
k;of)
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We can assume Cj is so large that for Irp -'IIjl < 1/(2(Cj + 1)) ~ the expression

in (8.1) with z = ei'P is not bigger than its value at rp = 'II j' But then, for

0 < Irp -'IIjl < 1/(2(Cj + 1)), we have

mrp -III

CDS 'f'j

2

1 + ei(rp-/{Ij) m
I 2 .=

which is smaller than 1 -Cjlrp -IIIjl2 if m is large enough. Thus, for such

z = eirp we get If(z)1 < 1 from (8.3). On the other hand, (a) from Step 2 and

(i) from above imply that if z = eirp E U'!(Wj) and Irp -IIIjl ~ If(2(Cj + 1)),
then for large m we have If(z)1 = Ifm(z)j < 1 and the proof is complete. 0

9. PROOF OF THEOREM 6

We start with a lemma.

Lemma 2. Let K be a compact set with connected complement. There exists
~ ~

a subset K o[ () K with the following properties: K is dense in () K and if

z\' ..., zn E K are arbitrary points and ~\' ...'~n are arbitrary numbers of
modulus 1, then there is a polynomial P such that .

(a) IP(z)1 < 1, z E K\{z\ ' ..., zn}'

(b) P(Zj)=~j' l~j~n,and
(c) 1 -IP(z)1 has finite order zeros at z\' ..., zn.

The last assertion means that there is a t5 > 0 and a such that for Iz -z.1 <
}

t5, z E K, we have 1 -IP(z)1 ;?; Iz -Z jlQ. We warn the reader that property
(c) is not automatic; (a) and (b) do not imply (c) even for linear polynomials.--
Proof. First we define K. Let K be the set of all w E 0 K such that there is a
polynomial P that takes the value 1 at wand at every other point of K the
absolute value of P is ,.§maller than 1.

Next we prove that K is dense in oK. Let Zo E oK and e > 0 be arbitrary,
and pick a u in the complement of K and a p < e/4 such that Izo -ul < e/4
and ~nK = 0. The function g(z) := l/(z-u) is holomorphic and one-to-

one on C\ {u} and, since K has connected complement, g can be uniformly
approximated by polynomials on a compact set containing K in its interior
(e.g., see the proof of Lemma 1). If the approximation is fine enough, then the
approximating polynomial Po will also be one-to-one on K (see the proof of
Theorem 2); furthermore IPol will attain its maximum on K at some point w
in Ut.(zo) because Ig(z)1 = l/iz -ul does so on Ut./2(zO)' It is easy to check

that then the polynomial

p w(z) := ~(PO(W)-lPO(Z) + I)

~as the properties P Ul(W) = 1 ~nd IP w(z)1 < 1 for z E K\{ w}. Thus w E

K n Ue(zo) and the density of K in 8K is proved.
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Now let zl,...,zn EK and I~ll = '" = I~nl = 1 be arbitrary.-Tnen for
each j there is a polynomial p" with the property PJ" (z ") = 1 and Ip" (z) I < 1

J J J
for ZEK\{Zj}. We set Wjj:=Pj(Zj). It is easy to construct a polynomial Q
such that Q(I) = I, Q(Wjj) = 0 for 1 :s: i,j:S: n, i # j, and IQ(w)1 < 1 for

every Iwi :s: 1, W # 1. In fact, for some large k, ..
k .' .

Q(w) = (¥ II ~~ Wji)~W -:!:E2
( l-w.. )( l-w.. )i#j Jl Jl

will satisfy these requirements (see the proof of Theorem 5).
Now define

m

Q (p j ( Z) ) .:.!~.:2
2

1 +p..(z)
1 > 1

2

1 2/1> - I z -z .
1-4 -4 J

and this easily proves (c) for every m > 4p + 2. In fact, there is a constant C
such that independently of 1 :s: i, j :s: n, i # j, and z E K

IQ(Pi(z))( 1 + Pi(z))/21 :s: Clz -z jl.

>

But then for

and m > 4 fJ + 2 we get

and this, together with (9.1), proves (c).
Finally, for Z E K\{ZI' ...,zn} satisfying (9.2) property (a) follows from

(9.1) and (9.3). On the other hand, for other points Z E K\{ZI ' ...,zn}'

(9.4) IQ(Pj(z))(l +Pj(z))/21 $ T, 1 $ j $n,

for some T < 1 independent of z, and so for m > (log n)/(log liT) we also
get IP(z)1 < 1. 0

In the proof of Theorem 6 we need the following modification of Lemma 2.

j=l

for some large m. We claim that P satisfies (a)-(c) above if m is sufficiently

large.
Property (b) follows from the definitions of the P j 's and Q. Next we prove

(c). Since the p.'s are polynomials, we can choose a p and a <5 > 0 such that
J

if Iz-zjl«5 for some j,then II-Pj(z)I?:lz-zjIP. But then
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Lemma 3. For the subset K of {) K defined in Lemma 2 above the following is
true. Suppose u is a nonnegative conti~ous function on K that vanishes only

at the points WI' ...,wk belonging to K and satisfies

Iz -W jl ~ <5, 1 ~ j ~ k

for some t5 > 0 and p. Furthermore let {z I!.'. , Zn} ~ K be any finite set

disjointfrom {WI' ...,Wk} and C;-I' ...'C;-n be any numbers of modulus 1. Then

for e > 0 there is a polynomial P with the following properties:

(a) IP(z)l.'5 eu(z), z E K,
(b) P(Zj) = IIPIIKC;-j' l:S:j:S: n,

(c) IP(z)I<IIPIIK ifzEK\{zl,...,zn},and
(d) IIPIIK -IP(z)1 has finite order zeros at Zl'..' , zn'

We remark that property (d) will be crucial in our construction below because
we will repeatedly apply Lemma 3, and the u will be the minimum of IIPII -

IP(z)1 for the P 's constructed up to the step in question. Thus, (d) will ensure
that the assumptions on u will be passed on to the next step.

We also mention that all the essential features of the proof are contained
in the proof of Lemma 2 above and actually the present lemma is the variant
of Lemma 2 needed to prove Theorem 6. However, we regard it instructive
to separate the content of the proof as we did above because Lemma 3 is of a

rather technical flavor.

Proof. Consider the construction given in Lemma 2 with the modification that
now the polynomial Q also vanishes at every P j( W t)' 1 $: t $: k, 1 $: j $:
n. If Po(t) := Po.m(t) is the polynomial we get from Lemma 2 with obvious
modifications in the proof (recall t~at the-construction involved a parameter
m, and m could be any sufficiently large number), then set P(z) := pPo(z)
for some small p > o. By the proof of Lemma 2 (see especially the analogs of

(9.1), (9.3), and (9.4)), properties (a) through (d) will hold for every sufficiently

small p and large m. 0

After these preliminaries we finally turn to the construction of a function f
for which the measures 1I n (f) have every possible limit distribution.

We construct three sequences, polynomials {gk}' integers {nk}' and sets
{Hk} , as follows. Let gl' nl' HI be arbitrarily chosen to satisfy the require-
ments below. Suppose the polynomial gk-1 and the set Hk-1 have already
been chosen for some k and assume that Igk-il attains its maximum on K
exactly at the points of Hk-1 and Ilgk-IIIK -lgk-l(z)1 has finite order zeros at

the points of Hk-1 (and of course we assume these properties for every k' < k
as well). Furthermore, we assume that nk-1 = IHk-ll- 2. We are going to con-
struct gk' nk' and Hk with the same properties; furthermore, gk will vanish

on every Hk" k' < k.
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In Lemma 3 we set

00

[(z) := I: gk(Z),
k=1

Since IlgkllK .$: const. t:k = const. 2-k , the function f belongs to A(K). We

claim that for every k ?: 2 the best approximant of f out of nnk is E~::: g j

and that Hnk (f) = Hk. In fact,

k-l 00

f(z) -L gj(z) = gk(Z) + L gj(z)

-lgk(z)l,

00

-lgk(z)l) L 2-j < IlgkllK
j=k+l

00

2: Igj(z)l:S: (1lgkllK
j=k+l

and so

for Z E K\Hk .< Ilgkll
k-l

[(Z) -2: gj(ZI
j=l

On the other hand, every gj' j > k, vanishes on Hk; therefore

k-1
(k) ~ (k) (k) (k)(9.6) f(zs ) -L.., gj(zs ) = gk(zs ) = ~(zs )llgkIIK'

j=l

and the choice of ~(z~k)), 1 ~ s ~ nk + 2, implies that zero is the best approx-
imation of f -E~:; g j out of llnk .From (9.5) and (9.6) we see that indeed

Hnk(f) = Hk .

Let nk be an integer larger than the degrees of gl' ..., gk-1 ' and pick Hk =

{z~k), ..., zt~2} ~ K\(U::; Hs) for the moment arbitrarily. There are num-

bers ~(z~k)) ,k... ,~(Z~~~2) of modulus 1 such that if g is a function in A(K)

with g(z~k)) = ~(z~k))llgIIK, 1 ~ i ~ nk + 2, then zero is its best approximant
out of n (see the proof of Theorem 1). Now let gk be the polynomial func-

nk
tion constructed in Lemma 3 for u(z) = Uk(z), e = ek = 2-k, Zi = z~k),

n = nk' {WI' ...} = U::; Hs' and ~i = ~(z~k)). With this choice the construc-
tion of the sets HI, H2, ...and the polynomials gl' g2' ...is complete, and
notice that the construction can be carried out because Lemma 3 ensures that
the properties we assumed about gk-1 and Hk-1 will continue to hold for gk

and H k .
Set

j=1 j=k+l

and by the construction we get for every z E K\Hk
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Finally, we can complete the proof of Theorem 6 as follows. -In the con-
struction above the sets Hk were arbitrary (nk + 2)-point subsets of the sets

K\(U~::: Hj)' k = 2,3, ..., and the latter sets are dense at every noniso-

lated point of a K. This means that we. get as weak-star limits of the mea-
sures v nk (J) all those measures that are limit distributions of a subsequence of

HI, ..., Hk ' ...and at the same time the choice of Hk is completely at our
disposal from a (in a K\Kisolated) dense set. Clearly, we can choose HI ' ...so
that every finite discrete probability distribution with rational values and with
support in a countable dense subset of aK\Kisolated (there are countablymany
such measures if the latter set is fixed) is the limit distribution of some subse-
quence of the Hk 's, and since these measures are weak-star dense in the space
of probability measures on a K\Kisolated ' we get every pos&ible limit distribution
if we choose HI,H2'... suitably. 0
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